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A non-perturbative method is used to investigate the one-dimensional problem
of the electron-atom scattering in the presence of intense field by solving the time-
dependent Schrodinger equation in momentum space. The exact results of the trans-
mission and reflection coefficients for the system are derived. Some errors in the previous
heuristic results are found.

Most of the theoretical studies for the scattering of electron by atoms in the intense

radiation field are based on the perturbative theory [l-3].  Starting with the well-known

Kroll and Watson [4] work on the soft photon approximation, there exists only a few non-
perturbative approaches for this problem. Shakeshaft [5] has formulated a non-perturbative

method of coupled integral equations for calculating the scattering cross section by assum-

ing the potential is seperable. Rosenberg [6] applied the variational method for Coulomb

scattering in the laser field using low-frequency approximation. Bhatt et al [7] and Gavrila

and Kaminski [8] used the Kramers-Henneberger transformation to study the problem and

the one-dimensional scattering by a polarized potential is considered. Recently, a new and

efficient non-perturbative method of solving the time dependent Schrodinger equation in

the momentum space for a system undergoing multiphoton processes has been introduced

[g-lo].  This theory has been applied to study the above-threshold ionization of atoms [ll]

and the electron scattering by atoms in the intense laser field [12]. Successful results are

obtained. In the case of one-dimensional scattering problem, the most important quantities

are the transmission and reflection coefficients during the scattering. These coefficients have

been discussed briefly in the previous paper [lo] for the case without radiation field, and

onlyí heuristic results are guessed when the field is included but no detailed derivation is

given. In this report, we present a detailed analysis for this problem and the exact results

for the transmission and reflection coefficeints are derived. Some errors in the previous

heuristic expression are found.
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The time-dependent Schijdinger  equation for an electron travelling in the radiation

field of a vector potential A(t) and scattering by the atomic potential V is

ih& > = [& + ve-+’  + Hz(L)]  I+(t) >

where Hz is the interaction between the electron and the laser field

Hz = eA(t) p = _ fop
mc m

(1)

(2)

with f(t) = 9. The A2(t) term in HZ has been removed by a trivial contact trans-

formation [4]. Initially, at time t + -00, the electron is far from atom, i.e., free of the

potential; thus V can be replaced by Ve-ëltl, in which E is positive and infinitesimal. When

the potential V is turned off completely, the problem becomes the free electron scattering in

the radiation field. The solution to the time-dependent Schrodinger equation was originally

derived by Volkov [13] and can be written in the following form

IXk(t) > = exp{-i[E(K)t/h  + Ok(t)]}jk  > (3)

where E(k) = Ti2k2/2m, \k > is the eigenvector of p with momentum eigenvalue hk nor-

malized as

< slk > = (2x)-ë/2eíkz

and the real phase ok(t) is given by

(4

Bk(t) = + 6ídtí[E(k)  - E ( K )  - fj(t)]

(5)
= [E(k) - E(K)]@ - $ J,’ f(tí)dt’

where K is the initial momentum of the electron.

For our purpose, we take the Volkov states as forming a complete set. The solution

of Eq. (1) is expressed as

I$@) > = IXK(2) > +lN) > (6)

in which the electron is initially in the state lX~(t) > and I+(t) > is expanded as

Id+) > = ~~k~~(~)lx&) >
with the boundary condition l+(i)

stituting Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq.

equation for the coefficient ak(l):

(7)

> - lX~(t)  > as t --+  -CO, i.e.: I+(--oo)  > = 0. Sub-

(l), we obtain the inhomogeneous integro-differential

L-
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[,-is~~(t)  < k]Ve-ëlíl]~’  > +bk(t)] (8)

h(t) = &ww~ < qve-q(#(t>  >

J

69= dkíe-iskí(t)akl(t)  < klve-+ëlk’  >

with the boundary condition ak(-m) = bk(-m) = 0. This set of equations have been

used in the previous paper [la] to describe successfully the multiphoton process in the

electron-atom scattering in the intense laser field.

In order to obtain the transmission and reflection coefficients, introducing the Greenís

function defined by

( P2 O>P 8---
2m m

- ihdt  G(t, tí,  E) = 6(t - tí)
> (10)

For positive (t - tí),  the Greenís function in coordinate representation is given as [4]

< xlGlx' > = & J_m  exp[igk(tí)  - igk(t)]eik(z-zí)dk (11)
00

where

Therefore, the scattering state Id(t) > corresponding to an incoming wave with momentum

PLK in coordinate representation is

dxí < x[Glx’  >< xíjVe-Cítîl~K(tí)  >

= _& lm dtíl;  dxíl:  dkexp[ig&ë)  - &(t)]eik+ìë) (13)

x < xíIVe_+ëll$K(tí)  >

For a linearly polarized field A(t) = a cos wt, we have

ok(t)  = [E(k) - E(r<)]t/h  - epa sin&
mew (14)

It may be shown, by letting t + t + % and t’  - t’  + s in Eqs. (6) and (13), that
exp{i[v - ; Jot fWWk(t) > is periodic in t with period 27r/w and therefore can

be Fourier expanded

ei[E(K)t/h-$  Jd f(tí)dtí]
I$K(t) > = Cyn(K, k)eTinwt (14

n

Substituting this expansion into Eq. (13), we obtain

L_- ,
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Therefore, the exact results of the transmission and reflection coefficients are derived

as given in Eqs. (18) and (19). Our work is the first detailed derivation of these coefficients

for the electron scattering by atoms in the intense radiation field. Comparing these exact

results with the heuristic guessed expressions given in the previous work (Eq. (12) of

Ref. lo), it is found that some errors are made in the previous expressions and have been

corrected in our results.
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